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Aptamer functionalized ZnO thin-film transistor based multiplexed detection of Lead and E. coli in water

Sanath Kumar Honnali1, Vikram Srinivasa Raghavan1*, Roopa Ashwath1, Ganapathy Saravanavel1, K R Gunasekhar1, Sanjiv Sambandan1, Sai Siva Gorthi1, Benjamin O’Driscoll2 and David Jenkins2

Abstract

Background: Contamination of lead (Pb2+) disturbs biological functions and causes neurotoxicity even at low levels. Pathogens such as Escherichia coli, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus found in packaged drinking water causes infections. Therefore, we demonstrate the multiplexed detection of Pb2+ and E. coli in water using ZnO thin-film transistor (TFT) arrays.

Results: Low voltage ZnO TFTs fabricated by physical vapour deposition were functionalized with APTES-glutaraldehyde molecules. TFTs with such functionalized ZnO surfaces showed good sensitivity and high specificity to the targets. The TFTs showed a detection limit of 27 nM and 10^5 cfu/ml for Pb2+ and E. coli, respectively with the TFT flat-band voltage (Vfb), and hence the TFT transconductance, being dependent on the target concentration. The direct integration of the sensing with the TFT and associated integrated circuits promises high density sensor arrays.

Conclusion: The present work highlights the importance of aptamers in the multiplexed detection of different targets using low cost ZnO TFT array.
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Introduction

Thin-film transistors (TFTs) are the building blocks of technologies such as flexible electronics, large area electronics and wearable electronics. The emergence of new manufacturing technologies such as inkjet printed electronics, along with the possibility of using the TFT as a field effect sensor promises low cost, low power, large area, smart surfaces where the sensing operation is directly integrated with the signal processing.

Recently, TFTs have been investigated for applications related to environmental monitoring and biosensing, e.g. in the detection of Hg2+ [1], Pb2+ [2], Cu2+ [3], Cd2+ [4] and As [5], E. coli [6, 7, 8], E. faecalis [8] and S. aureus [9].

In this work, we specifically consider the problem of detection of Pb2+ and E. coli contamination in water. Both, Pb2+ and E. coli are known to be serious contaminants in water. Even low levels of Pb2+ disturbs biological functions [10] and causes neurotoxicity [11, 12, 13], while pathogens such as E.coli, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus found even in packaged drinking water [14] causes infections [15].

To address this problem, several low-cost portable devices have been developed and shown to have good success [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. More recently, DNA based biosensors have been shown to be very effective in detecting various contaminants in water [23, 24, 25]. DNA based sensors have been integrated with optical, electrical and electrochemical systems and techniques for the detection of heavy metals and pathogens [26, 27, 28]. While each sensing technique has its own advantages and limitations [29], the limitations of electrical sensing techniques were overcome by the use of aptasensors which permitted high specificity [28, 30, 31] and the possibility of integration with transistors [32, 33, 34, 35].

In this work, we develop aptamer functionalized zinc oxide (ZnO) TFTs for the detection of Pb2+ and E. coli in water. ZnO TFTs are a class of metal oxide TFTs and are intrinsically n-type and show reasonably high mobility (about 10 cm^2/Vs) [36]. They are environmentally stable and non-toxic and have been used for
applications such as the detection of sensitive cardiac biomarkers like troponin I [37] and troponin-T [38]. Specific to this work, ZnO based thin films were functionalized using (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES). This process enables the immobilization of different antibodies and aptamers with various functional groups [39]. The aptamer functionalized ZnO TFTs were then shown to experience a change in the flat-band voltage when exposed to Pb$^{2+}$ and E. coli species. This change in flat-band voltage effectively translates to a change in the current-voltage characteristics of the TFT which is measured to quantify the change. This work promises the direct integration of water contaminant sensors with TFT based integrated circuits thereby enabling direct signal processing.

**Experimental section**

**Materials**

Corning glass of 75 mm × 25 mm × 1 mm dimensions was used for device fabrication. 99.9% pure zinc (Zn) sputter target, Aluminium oxide pellets (3mm) and 1 mm diameter pure aluminium wire used for fabrication were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Lead(II) nitrate (99%) was purchased from SRL Chemical, India. Ultra pure oxygen and Argon gases were purchased from Noble gases Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from VR Technologies Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Isopropyl alcohol (99%), (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane 99% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Glutaraldehyde solution 25% was purchased from SD Fine-Chem Limited, Maharashtra, India. Aptamer sequences were obtained through aptaTFT Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from Noble gases Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from VR Technologies Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Isopropyl alcohol (99%), (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane 99% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Glutaraldehyde solution 25% was purchased from SD Fine-Chem Limited, Maharashtra, India. Aptamer sequences were obtained through aptaTFT Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from Noble gases Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from VR Technologies Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Isopropyl alcohol (99%), (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane 99% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Glutaraldehyde solution 25% was purchased from SD Fine-Chem Limited, Maharashtra, India. Aptamer sequences were obtained through aptaTFT Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from Noble gases Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from VR Technologies Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Isopropyl alcohol (99%), (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane 99% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Glutaraldehyde solution 25% was purchased from SD Fine-Chem Limited, Maharashtra, India. Aptamer sequences were obtained through aptaTFT Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from Noble gases Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Tungsten helical filaments for resistive evaporation were purchased from VR Technologies Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India. Isopropyl alcohol (99%), (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane 99% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Glutaraldehyde solution 25% was purchased from SD Fine-Chem Limited, Maharashtra, India. Aptamer sequences were obtained through aptaTFT Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru, India.

**Methods**

**Bacterial strain, media and culture conditions**

The non-pathogenic strains of *Escherichia coli* and *Klebsiella pneumoniae* (KP) were selected for this study. Cultures were grown on Luria Bertani (LB) medium. Pure colonies of cultures were obtained by streak plate technique using LB agar medium. The cultures were incubated at 37°C for 12-14 hours. Individual colonies were selected and transferred to LB broth. The broth cultures were incubated in a shaking incubator at 37°C for 12-14 hours at 100-120 rpm. To determine the cfu/ml, the broth cultures were diluted and plated using the spread plate technique. The cfu/ml for *E. coli* broth was found to be $2 \times 10^{11}$ cfu/ml and that of *Klebsiella pneumoniae* was found to be $5 \times 10^{11}$ cfu/ml. For the purpose of this study, a known volume of stock broth culture was diluted 1000 times in LB broth for easy detection and analysis.

**TFT fabrication**

Fig. 1(a:top) depicts the cross section view of the bottom inverted gate structure of the thin-film transistor (TFT). Aluminium was used as the gate and drain source electrodes. Aluminium oxide ($Al_2O_3$) and zinc oxide were used as the dielectric and semiconducting materials, respectively. The stacked layers have a thickness of 150 nm, 300 nm, 100 nm and 150 nm of gate, dielectric, semiconductor, drain source layers from bottom to top, respectively. The electrodes were deposited by resistive evaporation, ZnO by reactive DC magnetron sputtering and $Al_2O_3$ by e-beam evaporation methods [Fig S1]. ZnO with oxygen content of 80.45% showed excellent semiconducting properties with a band gap of 3.25 eV [see Additional file 1]. Fig. 1(a:bottom) depicts the 3D view of the TFT structure. Fig. 1(b:top) shows the microscopic view of the semiconductor channel length (L) of ~50 µm. Fig. 1(b:bottom) shows the 3D view of an array of three TFTs having a common gate electrode. The same structure was replicated thirteen times horizontally and twice vertically to fit the working area on the corning glass. Fig. 1(c) shows the final image of the TFT array consisting of 78 TFTs with consumable cost of ~ $0.04 per device.

**Surface functionalisation and characterisation of the sensor**

The ZnO surface was purged with nitrogen. A 10 µL volume of 1% (V/V) APTES solution in 95% ethanol was prepared and 2 µL was added on the ZnO surface. This was further heated for 15 min at 75°C in an inert chamber. The APTES modified ZnO surface was then repeatedly washed with ethanol to remove any unbound silane. Then 2 µL of glutaraldehyde was added on top and heated at 55°C for 10 minutes. Fig. 1(d) represents the close-up view of the ZnO surface functionalized with APTES and glutaraldehyde (GLU) molecules. For characterization of the devices, IR analysis was performed for TFT sensors using the Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) mode in FTIR (PerkinElmer, USA) with the operational range 7800-650 cm$^{-1}$. AFM studies were also conducted using Park NX20 AFM (Park Systems, South Korea) and the plots were generated using Park Systems XEI software 4.3. Later, I-V characteristics for TFTs were performed using Keithley 4200-SCS system. Eventually, 1 µL of aptamer was added and incubated for 20 min at room temperature. Then prior said measurements were carried out before adding the targets (1 µL) and incubated at same conditions. Different incubation periods were carried out up to 40 min, out of which a minimum 20 min was observed to be optimum incubation time for I-V sweep. Fig. 1(e & f) depicts the attachment of aptamer appropriate to bind the lead (Pb$^{2+}$) ions and *E. coli*, respectively. The microscopic image of *E. coli* was captured during the live test when immobilized on the aptaTFT surface.
Results and Discussion

TFT electrical characteristics

TFTs with minimum off current (I_{off}) enable detection of targets with low concentrations. In order to achieve a low off current, it is necessary to have a low free carrier concentration. The latter was achieved by increasing the oxygen partial pressure during the fabrication stage [40]. Fig. 2(a) shows the transfer characteristics of the bare TFT at V_{gs} = 5V. The gate voltage was swept from -8 to +8V keeping the drain voltage constant (varied from 0 to 5V in 1V steps). The inset in Fig. 2(a) represents the range of the flat-band voltage (V_{fb}) and current at this voltage (I_{fb}) for ten similar devices. The ten devices were chosen across the TFT array and the devices performance was fairly consistent across the array with I_{on}/I_{off} ratio of 10². The output characteristics of the TFT were also studied by varying the drain voltage from 0 to 5V at a constant gate voltage, which was varied from 0 to 6V in steps of 2V and is shown in Fig. 2(b).

Chemical analysis

FTIR-ATR method was used to analyze the samples. In Fig. 3(a), peaks at 2865 cm⁻¹ and 2726 cm⁻¹ are attributed to C-H (propyl groups) and aldehyde-CHO, which originates from glutaraldehyde [41]. In Fig. 3(b), the interaction of glutaraldehyde with APTES was observed. Peaks related to the NH₂ group are observed at 1566 cm⁻¹, C=O at 1713 cm⁻¹ and 1099 cm⁻¹ for Si-O-Si [42, 43, 44]. Fig. 3(c & d) shows NHPb aptamer interaction with glutaraldehyde. Peaks at 2362 cm⁻¹ and 3388 cm⁻¹ correspond to C-H alkyl spacer (smoothed form shown in Fig. 3(d) [inset]) and NH₂ groups present in the aptamer [45, 41]. These peaks confirm the interaction between glutaraldehyde and aptamers. The signals originating from these peaks confirm the aptamers bound to the ZnO sensor surface through APTES-GLU cross-linker. Due to the strong absorption of other functional groups, peaks attributed to DNA could not be observed in these spectra [46].

Surface analysis

AFM images of ZnO-TFTs with APTES-GLU and aptamer are presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the 2D image of APTES-GLU with RMS roughness value Rq=19.941 and Ra=15.007 with the focus area of 3 µm by 3 µm. Fig. 4(c) shows the 2D image of APTES-GLU-DNA with RMS roughness value Rq=29.74 and Ra=22.042 with the focus area of 3 µm by 3 µm respectively. RMS has increased with a shift of ~9.7 nm in Rq indicating the addition of 100 nM of NHPb aptamers conjugation to the APTES-GLU linker. The aptamers were added to the TFTs and vacuum dried for 60 mins before recording AFM images. Fig. 4(b & d) shows 3D images of APTES-GLU and APTES-GLU-DNA, respectively (focus area 0.5 µm by 0.5 µm) indicating a change in the surface pattern after the addition of aptamer. Fig. 4(e & f) shows 3D images with a larger focus area of 2 µm by 2 µm, shows the transformation in the ZnO surface after functionalization (APTES-GLU) followed by DNA incubation.

Effect on electrical characteristics of the TFT

To understand the mechanism of the TFT based sensing, one needs to understand the underlying physics in the operation of the bare TFTs. A voltage bias applied to the gate electrode creates an electric field in the channel. This field attracts and accumulates free electric charges of opposite sign in a thin layer of semiconductor near the dielectric interface. The basic idea behind the present sensor to detect various targets, is to study the effect of the charges induced by the targets on the ZnO surface. These extra charges either positive or negative represent the charged targets after being captured on the channel’s surface.

Therefore, modification of the semiconductor channel surface by the targets will directly influence the characteristic parameters of the TFT such as flat-band voltage and mobility (µ). Optimisation was carried out on the device dimension, material properties in accordance with the applications’ need. However, surface modification was done by a chemical method of surface functionalization. This allows the user to alter the surface property by choosing the appropriate chemical functional groups. Since ZnO shows n-type behaviour [47], the more electro-positive end of the APTES when added, will attach to the ZnO surface [Fig. 1(d)] would result in a field that induces electrons near the semiconductor-insulator interface [48, 49]. Essentially, this can be viewed as a reduction in flat band voltage. For all concentrations of APTES-GLU, the flat band voltage remained confined around -3.725 V with a deviation of ±0.5 V. Therefore, this result signifies that there is a chemical change on the surface of the semiconductor layer which is confirmed by FTIR studies [Fig. 3]. After the addition of the aptamer, the V_{fb} increases and shifts towards the positive direction though remaining in the negative V_{gs} region. This means more number of electrons are attached to the other end of the APTES due to the aptamer. This reduces the potential at the APTES-ZnO interface which depletes the electrons at the semiconductor-dielectric interface and results in lowering the drain current (I_{ds}). Moreover, these results allow us to observe that the chemical processes do not damage the electrical response of the transfer characteristics of ZnO TFTs before and after the aptamer immobilization.
**Pb^{2+} detection**

The aptamers tend to form G-quadruplex after binding with the target. Fig S2 shows the possible secondary structure of these aptamers with table [inset] highlighting the sequences with number of guanine bases. Typically, nucleobases like guanine and thymine contribute to a high specificity towards binding with the target molecules. Among these, G-quadruplex is thermally stable, formed by guanine rich sequences. G-quadruplex also contributes high specificity towards target molecules [50]. G-quadruplex based-detection shows a promising trend for selective determination of heavy metal ions [51, 52, 53] and pathogens [54, 55]. Guanine rich oligonucleotides favor detection of Pb^{2+} by forming a G-quadruplex structure with high specificity. This structure exhibits good stability even with interference from other metal ions [56].

Fig. 5(a) describes the transfer characteristics of the TFT after Pb^{2+} addition at room temperature. The shift in \( V_{gs} \) observed after the addition of Pb^{2+} explains the coordination between aptamer and Pb^{2+}, resulting in G-quadruplex structure. Then negatively charged electrons from the aptamer backbone moves closer to the surface of the semiconductor and exhibit a negative top gating effect [57]. These electrons scatter significantly in the ZnO lattice due to high oxygen vacancies [40]. Therefore, to have a considerable current in the channel, a larger gate voltage needs to be applied to accumulate electrons to reach on-state current (\( I_{on} \)). The flat-band voltage \( V_{fb} \) now is shifted to the positive \( V_{gs} \) region indicating a highly resistive path created for the flow of electrons. When Pb^{2+} is added without the aptamer, it adsorbs on the surface of APTES through electrostatic van der Waals interaction with amine group [58, 59]. This interaction is different compared to the aptamer-Pb^{2+} which can be distinguished from the nature of the \( I_{ds} - V_{gs} \) curve. The APTES also interacts with other ions and used in Hg^{2+}, Pb^{2+} removal techniques. This signifies the use and role of aptamer to make the sensor specific to Pb^{2+}.

In a more realistic scenario, there is a need to detect Pb^{2+} from different sources of drinking water, which contains other favourable mineral ions. These ions can interfere with the sensing of Pb^{2+} and the aptaTFTs should exhibit robustness and have least affinity towards interfering agents. To mimic this condition, salts of copper (Cu^{2+}) and iron (Fe^{2+}) of 22µM and 27µM concentrations, respectively were introduced to validate the Pb^{2+} detection. Fig. 5(b) shows the \( I_{ds} - V_{gs} \) response of the aptaTFT with respect to Cu^{2+} and Fe^{2+} in comparison with Pb^{2+}. It can be clearly observed that, the \( I_{on} \) range increases an order of magnitude while the \( V_{fb} \) shifts to the positive \( V_{gs} \) region. Even though both ions have a charge of 2+, there is a great possibility of iron present in Fe^{3+} state due to oxidation in aqueous solution. This may be a reason for the lower \( V_{fb} \) of iron.

The I-V characteristics shows the influence of aptamer after addition of Pb^{2+}. It is clearly observed that ‘U’ shaped curve become sharper in the form of ‘V’ with the influence of Pb^{2+} [Fig. 5(a & b)]. This is quite significant because of the complex formation by DNA-metal ion. The mobility of the charge carriers also alters due to the increased scattering, thereby reducing the drain current. In case of Pb^{2+}, the mobility decreases to \( 2 \times 10^{-6} \) cm²/Vs from \( 8 \times 10^{-6} \) cm²/Vs (aptamer). This kind of interpretation also helps us distinguish between the interfering ions and the desired target. As it is clearly visible from the graph, the shape of the curves for interfering ions have become much wider compared to aptamer.

The inset in Fig. 5(b) represents the \( V_{fb} \) range of the interfering ions of these ions and the error is too low, which means the device is highly specific in detecting the nature of the target. This is very important for designing portable devices which give a clear window for calibration. Fig. 5(c) describes the high selectivity for the Pb^{2+} ions in terms of change in drain current (\( \Delta I \)). This is the ratio of \( I_{on} \) of the aptamer to the \( I_{on} \) of the target. Clearly, the change in current for Pb^{2+} is twice when compared to Fe^{2+} and Cu^{2+}. Fig. 5(d) educates about the use of the type of aptamers for sensing. The data shows the importance of using shorter sequence as the number of electron donor species (nucleobases) are reduced. The sensitivity and specificity of NHPb1 (5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTTTTTTTTTT-NH₂-3') is less compared to NHPb (5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTTTTTTTTTT-NH₂-3').

Fig. 5(e) represents the effect of concentration of the aptamer on the flat-band voltage. Low concentration of aptamers favours the change in the charge distribution on the ZnO surface. However, further decrease in concentration below 1.7 nM did not alter the TFT characteristics and this trend shows the lower detection limit of the device with these aptamers. Further increase in aptamer concentration showed a decrease in the drain current, much lower than the 1.7 nM concentration. Fig. 5(f) explains the response of the TFT with respect to concentration of the Pb^{2+} target. The \( V_{fb} \) gradually decreased when exposed to higher concentrations of Pb^{2+}. Also, it is important to notice that the \( V_{fb} \) range does not overlap for the two used concentrations. The aptaTFT showed a minimal change in I-V characteristics to interfering agents, indicating that the aptamer exhibits a high selectivity to Pb^{2+} over interfering ions.

**E. coli detection**

G-Quadruplex forming aptamers specific for *E. coli* were identified from the following reports [60, 61].
In this work, aptamers specific to *E. coli* were modified with NH$_2$ at their 3' end to enable conjugation with APTES-GLU over ZnO TFTs. Of these, DH1 (5'-CCCAAGCTTGGTATGAGAGGATAGAGGGGGGGGAGGTGTTAGTGTAGGTAGGGAAAGTATCGCGGATCCGGC-NH$_2$-3') showed better sensor response compared to GN12 (5'-ATACCGA GTTATTCCGAGTCCAGACTCACCGCCGCCTCTCAAGACGTGCTGGAGATAGTAAGTGCAT CT-NH$_2$-3'). This performance may be due to the availability of 38 guanine bases with (GC-content: 59%) in the NHDH1 sequence compared to 15 guanine bases (GC content: 59%) GN12 sequence. *Klebsiella pneumoniae* was cultured and used as an interfering agent which brings the negative charges of the bacterium to the ZnO surface. This process dopes the surface of ZnO with electrons and the scattering increases near the surface. This lowered the concentration of electrons near the dielectric interface and was observed from the significant reduction in channel mobility from 1.2 × 10$^{-5}$ to 2 × 10$^{-6}$ cm$^2$/Vs. Therefore, one needed to apply higher positive voltage to the gate electrode to achieve on-state current in the channel. The $V_{th}$ shifts to the positive $V_{gs}$ region while the current increases a little higher than an order of magnitude to $\mu$A range. The response for *E. coli* also depends on the total surface charge on the bacteria which may interfere in the conduction process. This range of current also facilitates no additional process for signal amplification for bacterial detection.

*KP* did not alter $V_{th}$ but the drain current increased due to the altering of charge distribution. Fig. 6(b) highlights the quantum of shifts in $I_{ds}$ for *E. coli* and *KP*. It is significant to note that the order of error in shift for *E. coli* is less than 2%, which favours the sensitivity of the aptaTFT. The inset in Fig. 6(b) describes the $V_{th}$ shifts of the aptaTFT with different concentrations of the *E. coli*. This indicates the better sensor response at lower concentrations. Lower concentration ensures better binding and clear interaction with the aptamer.

Fig. 6(c) shows the voltage shift recorded for two aptamers. NHEC1 is an aptamer that covers the whole body of *E. coli* and NHEC2 is specific to the outer membrane of the pathogens. AptaTFT response to the NHEC1 has a larger effect on the charge distribution than the NHEC2. This implies that the NHEC1 reaction creates a greater resistive path to the electrons, therefore we need a high $V_{th}$. Fig. 6(d) shows the effect of NHEC1 concentration on $V_{th}$. At the 216 nM concentration of this aptamer, the sensor response were consistent. Concentrations less than 200 nM were not ideal for sensor response and hence concentration of 216 nM were used for this experiment.

Fig. 7(a) & (b) describes the sensitivity of the TFT with respect to the aptamer and targets corresponding to Pb$^{2+}$ and *E. coli* detection, respectively. It can be observed that the $V_{th}$ in the two cases are less than ±8 V. Low voltage operation prevents unwanted redox reactions in bio-molecules, and provides low power consumption. To utilize these advantages, real-time responses in this study were measured by keeping both $V_{ds}$ and $V_{gs}$ at 5 V. Fig. 7(c) reveals the real-time responses of the aptaTFT to various Pb$^{2+}$ concentrations. The $I_{ds}$ values immediately decreased after adding the higher concentration. This result suggests the introduction of various concentrations of Pb$^{2+}$ in the aptaTFT could be detected by observing the current changes. A plausible sensing mechanism is that as the higher concentration target was added, the number of interactions with the unbounded aptamers also increased. This increased the charge distribution, resulting in a higher resistive path to the electrons. Similarly, responses were recorded for different concentrations of *E. coli* and the trend is shown in Fig. 7(d).

Fig. 8 describes the $V_{th}$ for other aptamers that were used. The response of NHPb1 and NHGN12 was an anomaly to the mechanism reported with the other two aptamers and needs a separate discussion. NHPb1 has a $V_{th}$ of and 3.95 ± 0.42 V. The NHGN12 aptamer binds to the outer membrane of the *E. coli*. It has a fairly consistent $V_{th}$ of 6.5 ± 0.71 V after binding with *E. coli*. It is also very crucial to acknowledge the fact that the voltages involved in sensing is between the range of ±8V DC, that is 16 V maximum. This is very helpful in designing portable devices, since many contemporary functionalized FETs work at extreme voltages. For graphene-based FETs, voltages range from ±40 V [6] to ±0.5 V [62]. However, ZnO based devices range within ~20 V [38]. Table 1 lists the flat-band voltage for all the analytes and targets described in the bar plots.

**Conclusion**

This study highlights the importance of aptamer based ZnO-TFTs for detection of Pb$^{2+}$ and *E. coli* in water. The ZnO TFT arrays are fabricated at a low-cost and acts as a robust platforms for multiplexed detection of heavy ions and pathogens in water. A range of aptamers are investigated for specificity towards the targets with the presence of interfering agents. Pb$^{2+}$ (27 nM) and *E. coli* (10$^5$ cfu/ml) were detected using this platform and
it is capable of sensing a range of heavy ion concentration and pathogens by immobilizing specific aptamers in the array. $V_{th}$ of Pb$^{2+}$ (2.425 ± 0.35 V), E. coli (6.5 ± 0.46 V) shows promising trend for reproducibility. A possibility of printing the aptamers specific to range of targets over TFTs with custom made bio-printer is underway to enhance the sensitivity and feasibility of bringing printed aptaTFTs package. This low-cost TFT array surely creates a novel path for detecting heavy metal ions and pathogens in resource limited settings.
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Figures

Figure 1 Thin-film transistor structure on glass substrate. (a) Thickness of the different layers of the TFT (top), 3D view of the TFT (bottom). (b) Microscopic view of the ZnO channel of length (L ~ 50 µm) (top). Array of three TFTs with common gate electrode (bottom). (c) Fabricated device array with 78 transistors. (d) ZnO surface functionalized with APTES-Gluteraldehyde molecules. (e) Attachment of amine modified aptamers specific to lead ions to the GLU molecule. (f) Attachment of aptamer specific to E. coli and microscopic view of E. coli bacteria during live test.

Figure 2 Characteristics of the fabricated ZnO thin-film transistors. (a) Transfer characteristics (I_{ds} - V_{gs}) of fabricated TFT at V_{ds} = 5V. Inset shows the flat-band voltages and currents for ten devices. (b) Output characteristics (I_{ds} - V_{gs}) of the fabricated ZnO TFTs.

Tables

Table 1 Data-list of flat-band voltages of aptamers and targets used in the present work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aptamer/Target</th>
<th>V_{fb} (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHPb</td>
<td>-1.725 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb^{2+}</td>
<td>2.425 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu^{2+}</td>
<td>1.775 ± 0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe^{2+}</td>
<td>4.375 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHEC1</td>
<td>-2.43 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP</td>
<td>-2.65 ± 0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Files

Additional File 1 — Provides detailed information about the fabrication process of thin-film transistors

Figure S1 (a) describes fabrication process flow of each layer of the TFT. (b) SEM images of the TFT channel and the magnified inset shows the morphology of the ZnO as nanoparticles. (c) XRD of ZnO describing the (002) orientation with wurtzite structure. Figure S2 describes the secondary structures of the aptamers used in the present work. Inset shows the sequences of the aptamers along with its GC content.

Figure S3 FTIR-ATR analysis of the biofunctionalized aptaTFT. (a) shows the absorption peaks related to APTES binding and APTES-GLU interaction in the wavenumber range 2500 to 3500 cm\(^{-1}\). (b) absorption peaks of APTES and APTES-GLU in the range 1800 to 600 cm\(^{-1}\) (c) and (d) shows NHPb aptamer interaction with glutaraldehyde. Inset shows smoothed absorption peaks of C-H alkyl spacer.

Figure S2 The AFM topographic images of the aptaTFTs. (a & b) shows 2D and 3D profile of APTES-GLU and APTES-GLU-DNA surface. (c & d) shows 2D and 3D view of APTES-GLU-DNA. (e & f) shows change in surface properties of ZnO TFTs after functionalization and incubation with DNA.

Figure S5 Transfer characteristics of aptaTFT as a sensor for lead detection. (a) shows response of aptaTFT with and without aptamer. (Inset describes the flat-band voltages in this case). (b) shows the characteristics of aptaTFT in presence of interfering agents such as copper and iron. Inset describes the flat-band voltages in this case. (c) shows the specificity with Pb^{2+} ions. (d) describes the specificity and sensitivity to a particular aptamer for lead. (e) shows the response to different concentrations of aptamer NHPb. (f) describes the sensitivity to different concentrations of lead.

Figure S6 Transfer characteristics of aptaTFT as a sensor for E. coli detection. (a) shows response of aptaTFT for E. coli and KP. (b) shows the specificity of aptaTFT to E. coli in presence of interfering agent. Inset describes the sensitivity to different concentrations of E. coli. (c) shows the response to different aptamers. (d) describes the response to different concentrations of NHEC1 aptamer.

Figure S7 (a) shows the flat-band voltages for various aptamers and targets used for lead and (b) for E. coli detection. (c) shows the time dependent detection method for different concentrations of lead and (d) for E. coli.

Figure S8 Flat-band voltages for the aptamers NHPb1 and NHGN12.
Figure 1

Thin-film transistor structure on glass substrate. (a) Thickness of the different layers of the TFT (top), 3D view of the TFT (bottom). (b) Microscopic view of the ZnO channel of length (L = 50 μm) (top). Array of three TFTs with common gate electrode (bottom). (c) Fabricated device array with 78 transistors. (d) ZnO surface functionalized with APTES-Glutaraldehyde molecules. (e) Attachment of amine modified aptamers specific to lead ions to the GLU molecule. (f) Attachment of aptamer specific to E. coli and microscopic view of E. coli bacteria during live test.
Figure 2

Characteristics of the fabricated ZnO thin-film transistors. (a) Transfer characteristics (Ids - Vgs) of fabricated TFT at Vds = 5V. Inset shows the flat-band voltages and currents for ten devices. (b) Output characteristics (Ids - Vgs) of the fabricated ZnO TFTs.
Figure 3

FTIR-ATR analysis of the biofunctionalized aptaTFT. (a) shows the absorption peaks related to APTES binding and APTES-GLU interaction in the wavenumber range 2500 to 3500 cm⁻¹. (b) absorption peaks of APTES and APTES-GLU in the range 1800 to 600 cm⁻¹ (c) and (d) shows NHPb aptamer interaction with glutaraldehyde. Inset shows smoothed absorption peaks of C-H alkyl spacer.
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Figure 4

The AFM topographic images of the aptaTFTs. (a & b) shows 2D and 3D profile of APTES-GLU and APTES-GLU-DNA surface, (c & d) shows 2D and 3D view of APTES-GLU-DNA, (e & f) shows change in surface properties of ZnO TFTs after functionalization and incubation with DNA.
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Figure 5

Transfer characteristics of aptaTFT as a sensor for lead detection. (a) shows response of aptaTFT with and without aptamer. (Inset describes the flat-band voltages in this case). (b) shows the characteristics of aptaTFT in presence of interfering agents such as copper and iron. Inset describes the flat-band voltages in this case). (c) shows the specificity with Pb2+ ions. (d) describes the specificity and sensitivity to a particular aptamer for lead. (e) shows the response to different concentrations of aptamer NHPb. (f) describes the sensitivity to different concentrations of lead.
Figure 6

Transfer characteristics of aptaTFT as a sensor for E. coli detection. (a) shows response of aptaTFT for E. coli and KP. (b) shows the specificity of aptaTFT to E. coli in presence of interfering agent. Inset describes the sensitivity to different concentrations of E. coli. (c) shows the response to different aptamers. (d) describes the response to different concentrations of NHEC1 aptamer.
Figure 7

(a) shows the flat-band voltages for various aptamers and targets used for lead and (b) for E. coli detection. (c) shows the time dependent detection method for different concentrations of lead and (d) for E. coli.
Figure 8

Flat-band voltages for the aptamers NHPb1 and NHGN12.
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